
From: James Baines <j.baines@tba.co.nz>
Sent: Friday, 8 July 2016 12:48 p.m.
To: Chch Plan - Info
Subject: Topic 9.4 - Significant Trees

Response to Independent Hearings Panel.

Thankyou for the letter dated 24 June on this topic, which states that it is proposed to re-instate a Horizontal Elm tree located on our property at 53 Harakeke St
onto the Schedule of Significant Trees.

We presume that the reason for listing on the Schedule is to provide some degree of effective protection for such trees.

As a result of previous judicial dealings with the Council (summarised below), we are not convinced of the effectiveness of this measure and therefore we do NOT
support re-instatement of the tree on our property; indeed we strongly oppose it.

The previous judicial dealings involved the Council's application and subsequent decision to designate (correct word?) an Esplanade Reserve over our property and
neighbouring properties on the south side of the Avon River between Straven Road and Mona Vale. Activating such a reserve would be triggered by subdivision of
all the properties involved, otherwise there can be no continuous reserve. When we pointed out that the existence of this large protected tree on our property
would render subdivision impossible because of the requirements of property access, building location and minimum lot size for two or more subdivided sections,
the Council's expert witness at the hearing explained that "there are ways around this, if necessary". Given this contradictory position of the Council (it either
wants to have an Esplanade Reserve or to protect a significant tree - it cannot have it both ways) we are strongly of the view that protection of this tree is no longer
appropriate.

Alternatively, if the Replacement District Plan were to remove the Esplanade Reserve provision described above, then future protection of this significant tree
would be a measure consistent with good environmental management.

Please let us know if and when a hearing will be held into this matter.

yours sincerely,

James Baines and Brigid Buckenham
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